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Welcome
Welcome to the January issue of "Achieving Excellence" which is inspired by
clients and friends of Seventeen Gorman Advisors. We enjoy new ways of
thinking and new ways of helping you achieve your goals.
Seventeen Gorman Advisors is a consulting practice focused on improving
individual and organizational performance through skill building programs and
developmental services.
Our approach to problem solving and issue resolution involves client participation
at all points in the process. Above all, we listen to our clients to understand their
needs and goals so that the solution we develop together - as true partners provides a sustainable business advantage.
Best Regards,

Jeffrey C. Leventry
Principal

In Your Quest For Excellence
"Do not judge me by my success. Judge me by how many times I fell down and
got back up again." - Nelson Mandela

The Power of Resilience
A few weeks ago I watched a
segment on TV about Alex
Smith (an NFL quarterback)
who recently returned to the
playing field after suffering a
devastating leg injury during the
2018 season. He explained the
process of having extensive
surgical procedures (with
complications) followed by
grueling and intensive physical therapy over a period of many months. At the end
of the piece, he expressed his gratitude to all in his support group who contributed
to his ultimate success by offering emotional assistance along his arduous
journey.
This story reinforced the need to be resilient as we face life’s challenges,
especially given what each of us has endured in 2020!
What does resilience mean?
Merriam-Webster defines resilience as follows:

Resilience – an ability to recover from or adjust easily to misfortune or
change
While not everyone is born with the ability to be resilient, I believe this is a skill
that can be learned and honed over time by proactively confronting and
addressing life obstacles and setbacks.
During the past year, most of us suffered misfortune in one way or another due to
the pandemic. Some people lost their jobs or saw their promising careers take a
turn for the worse. Others lost loved ones to COVID-19 and were unable to honor
their memory with a proper service in light of social distancing
requirements. Many among us were also forced to cancel wedding ceremonies or
other important social events – including long-planned family vacations.
Regardless of the calamity we have been forced to endure, with the advent of
new vaccines and the promise of recovery in the new year, we all need to find
ways to “bounce back” from 2020 and reclaim what we lost as we move
forward. Thus, the challenge for all of us is to become more resilient in 2021!
How can you become more resilient?

In my experience, becoming resilient takes constant effort as well as the
formulation of a Plan of Action that is designed to produce the results that we
desire. The key ingredients should include both a positive mindset and a proactive
approach that increases the likelihood of success. My advice for becoming more
resilient during 2021 includes the following:
Recognize the misfortune that you have experienced and understand its
significance to you and your family.
Focus on the positive lessons you can learn from your past experience and
ask yourself what you can do differently in the coming year to generate a
better result.
Remain flexible and be open to new ideas, realizing that life has changed
and old habits or approaches may need to be revised.
Stay positive and take an optimistic outlook on your situation while relying
on your personal strengths and abilities. Assess the strengths that have
produced positive outcomes for you in the past.
Take advantage of your personal and professional network and be willing to
accept the help and support offered by those in your network. Recognize
that you are not alone!
Be proactive and develop a Plan of Action that includes concrete action
steps that are designed to further your goals and objectives.
Monitor your plan and be willing to make adjustments, as needed, as you
face challenges and unexpected hurdles that stand in your way.
What is the benefit of improved resilience?
Although the benefits of becoming more resilient may seem obvious, there are
several advantages to cultivating this personality trait that are more subtle and
long-lasting. Here are just a few examples of what resilience can do for each of
us:
Spurs innovation – forces us to be creative and seek new ways of doing
things
Broadens skill set – enhances personal growth and development
Strengthens self-reliance – improves confidence as we overcome
challenges
Sharpens cognitive functioning – including learning, thinking, reasoning,
problem solving and decision-making
Builds fortitude and resolve – develops courage to face challenges and
adversity without fear
The benefits of resilience are cumulative, and grow with each difficult situation
that we face and ultimately overcome. Collectively, they give us the capacity to
face future hardship with an increased ability to succeed.
The Resilience Challenge
In conclusion, the need to become more resilient after what has transpired during
2020 is paramount for all of us. Regardless of how significantly we have been
impacted individually and collectively, the challenge is to possess a positive
mindset and create a plan that can be successfully implemented to achieve our
goals during the coming year. What will you do to recover from any misfortune
that has befallen you over the past year, and who can you partner with to prosper
in the coming year?

Improving Your Network in 2021
As referenced in the feature article above,
taking advantage of your personal and
professional network is one important
approach to becoming more resilient
during 2021. Members of your network can
help you become more resilient by offering
their expertise and support as you attempt
to reach your goals. Improving your
network includes both strengthening your
existing network and developing new
network members on a regular basis.
My advice for accomplishing both of these
objectives includes the following:
Strengthening Existing Network
Schedule time to interact with your existing network on a regular basis to
maintain and enhance the relationship.
Offer insight or your expertise to help network members perform their job or
improve their performance in their role.
Seek opportunities to collaborate with network members on a project or
initiative that showcases your value proposition.
Developing New Network Members
Update your social network profile with a professional headshot and any
new certifications, professional designations or skills that make you more
valuable and more visible.
Join professional groups that relate to your field of expertise or further your
personal interests, and actively participate in their scheduled meetings,
events and activities.
Explore connections with the right people who have influential positions with
companies that comprise your target firms and industry. It is critically
important that you focus on the quality of your connections rather than the
quantity of your connections.
The key to improving your network in 2021 is to start today and make networking
an ongoing task that becomes part of your normal routine. In addition, create a
weekly reminder in Outlook Calendar so that you do not lose sight of the need to
make this a recurring responsibility.
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Seventeen Gorman Advisors
offers a wide range of services to
improve individual and organizational
performance and support
achievement of goals.

Seventeen Gorman Advisors
is pleased to offer a range of
programs that are designed
to develop competencies
and enhance skills.
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Practical Advice
If you wish to purchase a copy of my book
that offers practical advice for improving
individual and organizational performance,
Click Here:
Buy My
Book

"Innovation through Collaboration"
1490 Page Drive
Yardley, PA 19067
Phone: (215) 369-1516
Seventeen Gorman Advisors
looks forward to collaborating with you.
Please contact us or visit our website:
seventeengormanadvisors.com
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